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To whom It may concern

I am writing to express my objection to the extension of emergency powers. I will reiterate that I DO NOT want
an Extension to the Emergency Bill (until 31st October 2022).

The reasons I object are as follows:
- the exaggeration of covid data. The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) are shining the light on the blatant
exaggeration of covid deaths. There is an extreme disparity between what the media and government are
reporting as “covid related deaths” and the factual ABS deaths caused from covid.
- segregation in society. To remove the right for people to earn an income to support themselves and their
family is not only unethical, it’s against every human right. The mandates have created extreme staff shortages
in the health care sector and patients are the ones suffering because of this ludicrous notion to divide society in
to two tiers of vaccinated and unvaccinated. Vaccinated can still get covid and spread covid.
- there are now (according to mainstream media) medication that lessens the effect of covid. So why the need
for mandated injections?
- there are now well over 100,000 confirmed adverse reactions from covid vaccines as per the Therapeutic Good
Administrator. That’s more than ABS covid confirmed deaths by 10,000x.
- my family have personally been affected by border closures and workforce mandates. My mother cannot
support herself as she is a qualified nurse and you took the right away from her to choose over her career or to
partake in an experimental drug trial.
Nearly everybody I know has now has the covid virus and all recovered. It’s no longer an emergency so it’s
time to stop the emergency bill extension. I’ve noticed you’ve removed the covid payment for people who were
getting the virus. That’s another sure sign that the government agree that there’s no longer an emergency. Why
don’t you redirect the funding that was being put towards covid, to the thousands of people who have now lost
their homes and their businesses from the extreme weather events.

Again I would like to emphasise my OBJECTION to the extension of the Emergency bill.

Kind regards,

Karen Boucher
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